
DIAMOND
Quality

Round

Princess

Oval

Emerald

Pear

Cushion

D

G

J

K

N

S

Z

IF

VVS

VS1

VS2

SI1

SI2,SI3

I1,I2,I3

0.25ct|4,0mm

0.50ct|5,0mm

0.75ct|6,0mm

1.00ct|6,5mm

1.25ct|7,0mm

1.50ct|7,5mm

2.00ct|8,0mm

Price difference

Hardness

DIAMOND

Sapphire

Emerald

Ruby

Top 10 production countries

-Russia
-Botswana
-Democratic Republic of Congo
-Australia
-Canada
-Zimbabwe
-Angola-Angola
-South Africa
-Namibia
-Sierra Leone
-(Lesotho): Highest value/carat country

Symbol

-Eternal love
-Perseverance
-Purity

The word diamond comes 
from the Greek word 
'adamao', which means 
unbeatable.

The stone symbolizes the 
planet Venus and is seen as 
the birthstone of April.

One of the first things most people learn about diamonds is that not 
all diamonds are created equal. In fact, every diamond is unique. 
Diamonds come in many sizes, shapes, colors, and with various 

internal characteristics.

All polished diamonds are valuable. That value is based on a All polished diamonds are valuable. That value is based on a 
combination of factors. Rarity is one of those factors. Diamonds with 
certain qualities are more rare—and more valuable—than diamonds 

that lack them.

Jewelry professionals use a systematic way to evaluate and discuss Jewelry professionals use a systematic way to evaluate and discuss 
these factors. Otherwise, there would be no way to compare one 
diamond to another. And there would be no way to evaluate and 
discuss the qualities of an individual diamond. Diamond 

professionals use the grading system developed by GIA in the 1950s, 
which established the use of four important factors to describe and 
classify diamonds, The 4 C’s: Clarity, Color, Cut, and Carat Weight.

Most diamonds sold have grading reports or “certs” from Most diamonds sold have grading reports or “certs” from 
independent labs. We recommend to take a certificate when buying 
a diamond of more then €1.000. This grading can impact the 
diamond price. Where GIA is the most desired grading report on 

the market.

H|SI2

F|VS2

D|IF


